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Breaking News!

• Words aren’t just atomic symbols!

• People are bad at coming up with features 
for machine learning models!

• Using billions of features can be slow!



Overview

• Semantics so far: compositional semantics

• How to put together propositions from 
atomic meanings (lexicon)?

• Now: lexical semantics

• What are those atomic meanings?

• Clustering words with similar senses

• Sense disambiguation, functional clustering
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Linguistic Objects in this Course

! Trees (with strings at the nodes) 

! Syntax, semantics 
! Algorithms: Generation, parsing, inside-outside, build semantics

! Sequences (of strings) 

! n-grams, tag sequences 
! morpheme sequences, phoneme sequences 
! Algorithms: Finite-state, best-paths, forward-backward

! “Atoms” (unanalyzed strings) 

! Words, morphemes 
! Represent by contexts – other words they occur with 
! Algorithms: Grouping similar words, splitting words into senses, 

mapping (senses of) words to continuous space (embedding)



Clustering



A Concordance for “party” 

! thing. She was talking at a party thrown at Daphne's restaurant in  
! have turned it into the hot dinner-party topic. The comedy is the 
! selection for the World Cup party, which will be announced on May 1  
! in the 1983 general election for a party which, when it could not bear to  
! to attack the Scottish National Party, who look set to seize Perth and  
! that had been passed to a second party who made a financial decision 
! the by-pass there will be a street party. "Then," he says, "we are going   
! number-crunchers within the Labour party, there now seems little doubt 
! political tradition and the same party. They are both relatively Anglophilic  
! he told Tony Blair's modernised party they must not retreat into "warm   
! "Oh no, I'm just here for the party," they said. "I think it's terrible   
! A future obliges each party to the contract to fulfil it by 
! be signed by or on behalf of each party to the contract." Mr David N

http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/3771338/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/4720961/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/8577598/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/9304413/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/4924950/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2168669/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/3360748/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/4339985/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/9759381/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1348310/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2213866/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1300851/5
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What Good are Word Senses?

! John threw a “rain forest” party last 
December.  His living room was full of plants 
and his box was playing Brazilian music …



What Good are Word Senses?

!Replace word w with sense s  
!Splits w into senses: distinguishes this token of w 
from tokens with sense t 

!Groups w with other words: groups this token of 
w with tokens of x that also have sense s



What Good are Word Senses?
! number-crunchers within the Labour party, there now seems little doubt 
! political tradition and the same party. They are both relatively Anglophilic  
! he told Tony Blair's modernised party they must not retreat into "warm   
! thing. She was talking at a party thrown at Daphne's restaurant in  
! have turned it into the hot dinner-party topic. The comedy is the 
! selection for the World Cup party, which will be announced on May 1  
! the by-pass there will be a street party. "Then," he says, "we are going   
! "Oh no, I'm just here for the party," they said. "I think it's terrible   

!  an appearance at the annual awards bash , but feels in no fit state to 
! -known families at a fundraising bash on Thursday night for Learning 
! Who was paying for the bash? The only clue was the name Asprey,  
! Mail, always hosted the annual bash for the Scottish Labour front- 
! popular. Their method is to bash sense into criminals with a short,  
! just cut off people's heads and bash their brains out over the floor, 

http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/1831967/5
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
http://vlc2k.polyu.edu.hk/scripts/cgi-bin/ShowContext.exe/TimesMar95.txt/2703142/4
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What Good are Word Senses?

! Semantics / Text understanding 
! Axioms about TRANSFER apply to (some tokens of) throw 

! Axioms about BUILDING apply to (some tokens of) bank

! Machine translation
! Info retrieval / Question answering / Text categ. 

! Query or pattern might not match document exactly

! Backoff for just about anything 
! what word comes next?  (speech recognition, language ID, …) 

! trigrams are sparse but tri-meanings might not be 

! bilexical PCFGs: p(S[devour] " NP[lion] VP[devour] | S[devour]) 

! approximate by p(S[EAT] " NP[lion] VP[EAT] | S[EAT])

! Speaker’s real intention is senses; words are a noisy channel
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Cues to Word Sense

!Adjacent words (or their senses)

!Grammatically related words (subject, object, …)

!Other nearby words
!Topic of document
!Sense of other tokens of the word in the same 
document
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!Every tag is a kind of class 
!Tagger assigns a class to each word token
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!Every tag is a kind of class 
!Tagger assigns a class to each word token

Start PN   Verb    Det     Noun  Prep Noun   Prep     Det  
Noun Stop

Bill  directed   a    cortege  of   autos  through  the  dunes

0.4 0.6

0.001

probs 
from tag 
bigram 
model

probs from 
unigram 
replacement



Word Classes by Tagging

!Every tag is a kind of class 
!Tagger assigns a class to each word token 
!Simultaneously groups and splits words 
! “party” gets split into N and V senses 
! “bash” gets split into N and V senses 
!{party/N, bash/N}  vs.  {party/V, bash/V} 
!What good are these groupings?



Learning Word Classes

! Every tag is a kind of class 
! Tagger assigns a class to each word token 

! {party/N, bash/N}  vs.  {party/V, bash/V} 
! What good are these groupings? 
! Good for predicting next word or its class! 

! Role of forward-backward algorithm? 
! It adjusts classes etc. in order to predict sequence of 

words better (with lower perplexity)
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Words as Vectors 

! Represent each word type w by a point in k-
dimensional space 
! e.g., k is size of vocabulary  
! the 17th coordinate of w represents strength of w’s 

association with vocabulary word 17
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! how often words appear next to each other
! how often words appear near each other
! how often words are syntactically linked
! should correct for commonness of word (e.g., “above”)

how might you 
measure this?
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Learning Classes by Clustering 

! Plot all word types in k-dimensional space 
! Look for clusters of close-together types

Plot in k dimensions (here k=3)



Bottom-Up Clustering 

!Start with one cluster per point 
!Repeatedly merge 2 closest clusters 

! Single-link: dist(A,B) = min dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B 

! Complete-link: dist(A,B) = max dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B
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Bottom-Up Clustering 

!Start with one cluster per point 
!Repeatedly merge 2 closest clusters 

! Single-link: dist(A,B) = min dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B 
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! too slow to update cluster distances after each merge; but ∃ alternatives!
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Bottom-Up Clustering 

! Average-link: dist(A,B) = mean dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B

! Centroid-link: dist(A,B) = dist(mean(A),mean(B))

!Stop when clusters are “big enough”
! e.g., provide adequate support for backoff (on a development corpus)

!Some flexibility in defining dist(a,b)
! Might not be Euclidean distance; e.g., use vector angle

!Start with one cluster per point 
!Repeatedly merge 2 closest clusters 

! Single-link: dist(A,B) = min dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B 

! Complete-link: dist(A,B) = max dist(a,b) for a∈A, b∈B 
! too slow to update cluster distances after each merge; but ∃ alternatives!
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EM Clustering (for k clusters)

! EM algorithm 
! Viterbi version – called “k-means clustering” 
! Full EM version – called “Gaussian mixtures”

! Expectation step: Use current parameters (and observations) to 
reconstruct hidden structure

! Maximization step: Use that hidden structure (and observations) to 
reestimate parameters

! Parameters: k points representing cluster centers
! Hidden structure: for each data point (word type),  

which center generated it?



Brown Clustering

!Think back to Markov language models 
!E.g., first order 

!Think back to hidden Markov models 

!Class LM: deterministic word-tag mapping C

30

p(w1, . . . , wn) ⇡
Y

i

p(wi | wi�1)

p(w1, . . . , wn, t1, . . . , tn) ⇡
Y

i

p(wi | ti)p(ti | ti�1)

p(w1, . . . , wn) ⇡
Y

i

p(wi | C(wi))p(C(wi) | C(wi�1))



Brown Clustering

!Brown, Della Pietra, deSouza, Lai, Mercer 
(1992) 

!Deterministic mapping admits Viterbi EM 
!Greedy bottom-up cluster merging 
!Cluster score 

!Merge to maximize

31

Peter F. Brown and Vincent J. Della Pietra Class-Based n-gram Models of Natural Language 

course, they will not be identical: we rarely hear someone say Thank God it's Thursday! 
or worry about Thursday the 13 th. If we can successfully assign words to classes, it 
may be possible to make more reasonable predictions for histories that we have not 
previously seen by assuming that they are similar to other histories that we have seen. 

Suppose that we partition a vocabulary of V words into C classes using a function, 
7r, which maps a word, wi, into its class, ci. We say that a language model is an n- 
gram class model if it is an n-gram language model and if, in addition, for 1 < k < n, 
Pr (Wk I W~ -1) = Pr (Wk [ Ck)Pr (Ck [~-1). An n-gram class model has C" - 1 + V - C 
independent  parameters: V - C of the form Pr (wi ] ci), plus the C" - 1 independent  
parameters of an n-gram language model for a vocabulary of size C. Thus, except in 
the trivial cases in which C = V or n = 1, an n-gram class language model always has 
fewer independent  parameters than a general n-gram language model. 

Given training text, t T, the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of a 
1-gram class model are 

Pr (w [ c) - C(w) C(c) ' (4) 

and 
Pr(c) = C(c) -T-'  (5) 

where by C(c) we mean the number  of words in tl r for which the class is c. From these 
equations, we see that, since c = 7r(w), Pr (w) = Pr (w I c) Pr (c) -- C(w)/T. For a 1-gram 
class model, the choice of the mapping rr has no effect. For a 2-gram class model, 
the sequential maximum likelihood estimates of the order-2 parameters maximize 
Pr (t T ] tl) or, equivalently, log Pr(t2 r I h)  and are given by 

C(clc2) 
Pr (c2 I Cl) -= y-~cC(ClC ) • (6) 

By definition, Pr (clc2) = Pr (Cl)Pr (c2 ] Cl), and so, for sequential maximum likelihood 
estimation, we have 

c(cl) Pr (CLC2) - C(CLC2) x (7) 
T ~,c C(clc) 

Since C(Cl) and ~c C(ClC) are the numbers of words for which the class is Cl in the 
strings t T and t r-1 respectively, the final term in this equation tends to 1 as T tends to 
infinity. Thus, Pr (CLC2) tends to the relative frequency of ClC2 as consecutive classes in 
the training text. 

Let L(rr) = (T - 1) -1 logPr  (t r [ h). Then 

C(WlW2) L(Tr) = y~  ~---~ logPr(c2ICl)Pr(w2[c2) 
Wl W2 

Pr  (c2 ] Cl) ~W C(~w2) 
- -  

ClC2 W2 

logPr (w2 I c2) Pr(c2). (8) 
Y 

Pr(w2) 

Therefore, since Y~w C(ww2)/(T-1) tends to the relative frequency of w2 in the training 
text, and hence to Pr (w2), we must  have, in the limit, 

L(Tr) = Z P r ( w ) l o g P r ( w ) + Z P r ( C l C a ) l o g  Pr (c2 Icl) 
Pr (c2) 

W CiC 2 

= -H(w) ÷  I(Cl, C2), (9) 
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• Let table L keep track of change in Quality

• Merge clusters m, n‡ having the maximum score (least decrease)
in L

L(m, n) =
X

d2C0

I (m [ n, d)�
X

d2C
(I (m, d) + I (n, d)),

where:
m [ n = the new cluster
C = the current set of clusters
C0 = C � {m, n}+ {m [ n} the set of clusters after merging m, n
I = MI weight between two adjacent clusters

‡whichever, regardless of adjacency
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Figure 2 
Sample subtrees from a 1,000-word mutual information tree. 

iL I 

to this single cluster and the leaves of which correspond to the words in the vocabulary. 
Intermediate nodes of the tree correspond to groupings of words intermediate between 
single words and the entire vocabulary. Words that are statistically similar with respect 
to their immediate neighbors in running text will be close together in the tree. We 
have applied this tree-building algorithm to vocabularies of up to 5,000 words. Figure 
2 shows some of the substructures in a tree constructed in this manner for the 1,000 
most frequent words in a collection of office correspondence. 

Beyond 5,000 words this algorithm also fails of practicality. To obtain clusters for 
larger vocabularies, we proceed as follows. We arrange the words in the vocabulary 
in order of frequency with the most frequent words first and assign each of the first 
C words to its own, distinct class. At the first step of the algorithm, we assign the 
(C Jr 1) st most probable word to a new class and merge that pair among the resulting 
C + 1 classes for which the loss in average mutual information is least. At the k th step 
of the algorithm, we assign the (C + k) th most probable word to a new class. This 
restores the number of classes to C + 1, and we again merge that pair for which the 
loss in average mutual information is least. After V - C steps, each of the words in 
the vocabulary will have been assigned to one of C classes. 

We have used this algorithm to divide the 260,741-word vocabulary of Table I into 
1,000 classes. Table 2 contains examples of classes that we find particularly interesting. 
Table 3 contains examples that were selected at random. Each of the lines in the tables 
contains members of a different class. The average class has 260 words and so to 
make the table manageable, we include only words that occur at least ten times and 
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Brown Clustering
• Agglomerative clustering produces series of 

cluster assignments

Illustration

• In reality:

1

11

run

10

bought

0

01

011

in

010

of

00

001

0011

IBM

0010

Apple

000

0001

pear

0000

apple

0

level:

1

2

3

4

• Not balanced: minor consequence on filtering by prefix



Brown Clustering
• Dependency parsing (Koo et al., 2008, Haffari et 

al., 2011, inter alia) 

• PCFG parsing (Candito and Crabbé, 2009)

• Semantic dependency parsing (Zhao et al., 2009)

• Named-entity recognition 
(Turian et al., 2010, Miller et al., 2004)

• QA (Momtazi and Klakow, 2009)  



Embedding



Deep Learning
Deep Learning 
Most%current%machine%learning%works%
well%because%of%humanJdesigned%
representaGons%and%input%features%

Machine%learning%becomes%just%opGmizing%
weights%to%best%make%a%final%predicGon%

RepresentaGon%learning%a0empts%to%%
automaGcally%learn%good%features%or%representaGons%

Deep%learning%algorithms%a0empt%to%learn%mulGple%levels%of%
representaGon%of%increasing%complexity/abstracGon%

NER% % %WordNet%
%
%

%
%

SRL % % %%%%Parser%%

2%



A Deep ArchitectureA Deep Architecture 
Mainly,%work%has%explored%deep%belief%networks%(DBNs),%Markov%
Random%Fields%with%mulGple%layers,%and%various%types%of%
mulGpleJlayer%neural%networks%

Output%layer%

Here%predicGng%a%supervised%target%

%

Hidden%layers%

These%learn%more%abstract%%
representaGons%as%you%head%up%

Input%layer%

Raw%sensory%inputs%(roughly)%3%



DemystificationDemystifying neural networks 
Neural%networks%come%with%
their%own%terminological%
baggage%%

…%just%like%SVMs%

%

But%if%you%understand%how%
logisGc%regression%or%maxent%
models%work%

Then%you$already$understand%the%
operaGon%of%a%basic%neural%
network%neuron!%

A$single$neuron$
A%computaGonal%unit%with%n$(3)%inputs%

and%1%output%
and%parameters%W,$b%

AcGvaGon%
funcGon%

Inputs%

Bias%unit%corresponds%to%intercept%term%

Output%

22%



Maxent to Neural NetFrom Maxent Classifiers to Neural 
Networks 
In%NLP,%a%maxent%classifier%is%normally%wri0en%as:%

Supervised%learning%gives%us%a%distribuGon%for%datum%d$over%classes%in%C%
%

Vector%form:%

%

Such%a%classifier%is%used%asJis%in%a%neural%network%(“a%so^max%layer”)%

•  O^en%as%the%top%layer:%%J%=%so^max(λyx)$
But%for%now%we’ll%derive%a%twoJclass%logisGc%model%for%one%neuron%

P(c | d,λ) =
exp λi fi (c,d)i∑
exp λi fi ( "c ,d)i∑"c ∈C∑

P(c | d,λ) = eλ
T f (c,d )

eλ
T f ( !c ,d )

!c∑

23%



Maxent to Neural NetFrom Maxent Classifiers to Neural 
Networks 
Vector%form:%
%

Make%two%class:%
% P(c1 | d,λ) =

eλ
T f (c1,d )

eλ
T f (c1,d ) + eλ

T f (c2 ,d )
=

eλ
T f (c1,d )

eλ
T f (c1,d ) + eλ

T f (c2 ,d )
⋅
e−λ

T f (c1,d )

e−λ
T f (c1,d )

=
1

1+ eλ
T [ f (c2 ,d )− f (c1,d )]

= for x = f (c1,d)− f (c2,d)
1

1+ e−λ
Tx

24%

= f (λ Tx)

P(c | d,λ) = eλ
T f (c,d )

eλ
T f ( !c ,d )

!c∑

for%f(z)$=$1/(1%+%exp(−z)),%the%logisGc%funcGon%–%a%sigmoid%nonJlinearity.%



Now You’ve Got a NeuronThis is exactly what a neuron 
computes 

hw,b(x) = f (w
Tx + b)

f (z) = 1
1+ e−z

w,%b%are%the%parameters%of%this%neuron%
i.e.,%this%logisGc%regression%model%25%

b:$We%can%have%an%“always%on”%
feature,%which%gives%a%class%prior,%
or%separate%it%out,%as%a%bias%term%



Lots of Logistic Regressions!A neural network = running several 
logistic regressions at the same time 
If%we%feed%a%vector%of%inputs%through%a%bunch%of%logisGc%regression%
funcGons,%then%we%get%a%vector%of%outputs%…%

But$we$don’t$have$to$decide$
ahead$of$<me$what$variables$
these$logis<c$regressions$are$
trying$to$predict!$

26%



A neural network = running several 
logistic regressions at the same time 
…%which%we%can%feed%into%another%logisGc%regression%funcGon%

It$is$the$training$
criterion$that$will$direct$
what$the$intermediate$
hidden$variables$should$
be,$so$as$to$do$a$good$
job$at$predic<ng$the$
targets$for$the$next$
layer,$etc.$

27%

Lots of Logistic Regressions!A neural network = running several 
logistic regressions at the same time 
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It$is$the$training$
criterion$that$will$direct$
what$the$intermediate$
hidden$variables$should$
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Lots of Logistic Regressions!A neural network = running several 
logistic regressions at the same time 
Before%we%know%it,%we%have%a%mulGlayer%neural%network….%

28%



Matrix Notation for a LayerMatrix notation for a layer 
We%have%%

%

%

In%matrix%notaGon%

%

%

where%f%is%applied%elementJwise:%

%

a1%

a2%

a3%

a1 = f (W11x1 +W12x2 +W13x3 + b1)
a2 = f (W21x1 +W22x2 +W23x3 + b2 )
etc.

z =Wx + b
a = f (z)

f ([z1, z2, z3]) = [ f (z1), f (z2 ), f (z3)]
29%

W12%

b3%



How to Estimate W?How do we train the weights W? 
•  For%a%single%supervised%layer,%we%train%just%like%a%maxent%model%–%

we%calculate%and%use%error%derivaGves%(gradients)%to%improve%

•  Online%learning:%StochasGc%gradient%descent%(SGD)%
•  Or%improved%versions%like%AdaGrad%(Duchi,%Hazan,%&%Singer%2010)%

•  Batch%learning:%Conjugate%gradient%or%LJBFGS%
%

•  A%mulGlayer%net%could%be%more%complex%because%the%internal%

(“hidden”)%logisGc%units%make%the%funcGon%nonJconvex%…%just%as%

for%hidden%CRFs%%%[Qua0oni%et%al.%2005,%Gunawardana%et%al.%2005]%

•  But%we%can%use%the%same%ideas%and%techniques%%

•  Just%without%guarantees%…%
• We%“backpropagate”%error%derivaGves%through%the%model%

30%



Translation GuideSummary 
Knowing the meaning of words! 
You%now%understand%the%basics%and%the%relaGon%to%other%models%
•  Neuron%=%logisGc%regression%or%similar%funcGon%

•  Input%layer%=%input%training/test%vector%
•  Bias%unit%=%intercept%term/always%on%feature%

•  AcGvaGon%=%response%
•  AcGvaGon%funcGon%is%a%logisGc%(or%similar%“sigmoid”%nonlinearity)%
•  BackpropagaGon%=%running%stochasGc%gradient%descent%backward%

layerJbyJlayer%in%a%mulGlayer%network%
•  Weight%decay%=%regularizaGon%/%Bayesian%prior%

32%



Standard Word RepresentationThe standard word representation 
The%vast%majority%of%ruleJbased%and%staGsGcal%NLP%work%regards%
words%as%atomic%symbols:%hotel, conference, walk 
In%vector%space%terms,%this%is%a%vector%with%one%1%and%a%lot%of%zeroes%

[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0] 
Dimensionality:%20K%(speech)%–%50K%(PTB)%–%500K%(big%vocab)%–%13M%(Google%1T)%

We%call%this%a%“oneJhot”%representaGon.%Its%problem:%

  motel [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]  AND 
  hotel  [0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]  =  0%
35%



Distributional Similarity
Distributional similarity based 
representations 
You%can%get%a%lot%of%value%by%represenGng%a%word%by%
means%of%its%neighbors%

“You%shall%know%a%word%by%the%company%it%keeps”%%
(J.%R.%Firth%1957:%11)%

One%of%the%most%successful%ideas%of%modern%staGsGcal%NLP%

government debt problems turning into banking crises as has happened in 

         saying that Europe needs unified banking regulation to replace the hodgepodge 

"%These%words%will%represent%banking$!%

%
36%

You%can%vary%whether%you%use%local%or%large%context%
to%get%a%more%syntacGc%or%semanGc%clustering%



Hard/Soft ClusteringClass-based (hard) and soft 
clustering word representations 
Class%based%models%learn%word%classes%of%similar%words%based%on%
distribuGonal%informaGon%(%~%class%HMM)%

•  Brown%clustering%(Brown%et%al.%1992)%
•  Exchange%clustering%(MarGn%et%al.%1998,%Clark%2003)%
•  DesparsificaGon%and%great%example%of%unsupervised%preJtraining%

So^%clustering%models%learn%for%each%cluster/topic%a%distribuGon%
over%words%of%how%likely%that%word%is%in%each%cluster%

•  Latent%SemanGc%Analysis%(LSA/LSI),%Random%projecGons%
•  Latent%Dirichlet%Analysis%(LDA),%HMM%clustering%

%
37%



Distributed RepresentationNeural word embeddings  
as a distributed representation 
Similar%idea%

Combine%vector%space%
semanGcs%with%the%predicGon%of%
probabilisGc%models%(Bengio%et%
al.%2003,%Collobert%&%Weston%
2008,%Turian%et%al.%2010)%

In%all%of%these%approaches,%
including%deep%learning%models,%
a%word%is%represented%as%a%
dense%vector%

%
%

$

$

linguis<cs$$=%

38%

0.286%
0.792%
−0.177%
−0.107%
0.109%
−0.542%
0.349%
0.271%



Visualizing EmbeddingsNeural word embeddings - 
visualization 

39%



Vector SemanticsStunning new result at this conference! 
Mikolov, Yih & Zweig (NAACL 2013) 
These%representaGons%are%way$be0er%at%encoding%dimensions%of%
similarity%than%we%realized!%

•  Analogies%tesGng%dimensions%of%similarity%can%be%solved%quite%
well%just%by%doing%vector%subtracGon%in%the%embedding%space%
SyntacGcally%

•  xapple$−%xapples$≈%xcar$−%xcars$≈%xfamily$−%xfamilies$$

•  Similarly%for%verb%and%adjecGve%morphological%forms%
SemanGcally%(Semeval%2012%task%2)%

•  xshirt$−%xclothing$≈%xchair$−%xfurniture$%

40%

Mikolov, Yih & Zweig (2013)



Vector SemanticsStunning new result at this conference! 
Mikolov, Yih & Zweig (NAACL 2013) 

Method$ Syntax$%$correct$

LSA%320%dim% 16.5%[best]%

RNN%80%dim% 16.2%

RNN%320%dim% 28.5%

RNN%1600%dim% 39.6%

Method$ Seman@cs$Spearm$ρ"

UTDJNB%(Rink%&%H.%2012)% 0.230%[Semeval%win]%

LSA%640% 0.149%

RNN%80% 0.211%

RNN%1600% 0.275%[new%SOTA]%

41%

Mikolov, Yih & Zweig (2013)



Advantages of EmbeddingsAdvantages of the neural word 
embedding approach 

42%

Compared%to%a%method%like%LSA,%neural%word%embeddings%
can%become%more%meaningful%through%adding%supervision%
from%one%or%mulGple%tasks%

“DiscriminaGve%fineJtuning”%

For%instance,%senGment%is%usually%not%captured%in%unsupervised%
word%embeddings%but%can%be%in%neural%word%vectors%

We%can%build%representaGons%for%large%linguisGc%units%

See%part%2%



Reading

• Jurafsky & Martin, chapters 18–20

• NLTK book, chapter 10

• Yoav Goldberg, A Primer on Neural 
Network Models for Natural Language 
Processing, Tech report, October 2015 
u.cs.biu.ac.il/~yogo/nnlp.pdf

http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~yogo/nnlp.pdf

